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Stock Analysis - Mar 21, 2023

Business Analysis

BBW is trading at a PE of 7 and has announced a buyback of 22% of shares outstanding.



The stock seems to be doing quite well.

The business is simple. They allow customers to go through an interactive process where they
build a teddy bear.

Here’s an example of how it works:
https://youtu.be/d9WTUgJb5Xo
https://buildabear.gcs-web.com/corporate-profile
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https://buildabear.gcs-web.com/static-files/67f74704-33ec-42ea-afa6-75e8d762b45b
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BBW has a strong brand with a moat. What I’m worried about are the falling visits in malls in the
developed world.

They say that 80% of visits are planned. This can be a good thing.





It goes without saying that much of the value of the company comes from intangibles.



E-commerce should not really be their focus.



Another possible headwind for the company would be slowdown of the economy as we have
seen in 2008.

We will need to determine what happened recently that catapulted margins.



They expect growth to continue in 2023.





We should also know why the shares are so heavily shorted.

https://buildabear.gcs-web.com/static-files/60759f55-08ce-47f3-a075-289af4fbf7ed
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It is hard to compete with them because of the licenses.

Financial Analysis





So far, all the numbers look great about this company, good margins, FCF positive.





Conversion of net income to FCF is quite low



It seems that much of the profits over the TTM were non-cash.



The cause for the difference is the massive increase in inventory with rising inflation.

Inventory counts as “cost of goods sold” on the income statement. If a company rapidly
increases its inventory, the “cost of goods sold” will be counted only for the period that the sale
was done. In reality, cash was used to buy the whole inventory and not only for that period.







The brand, the licenses, and the moat are nowhere on the balance sheet.



The company has a very good balance sheet without any debt.

They have massive operating leases but since all of their stores are profitable, we should be
worried about this.

Let’s have a look at the latest 10-Q

https://buildabear.gcs-web.com/static-files/3a765c08-6e4c-4339-b685-0d16a97f6f47
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Conference Calls

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4586131-build-bear-workshop-inc-bbw-q4-2022-earnings-call-tr
anscript

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4586131-build-bear-workshop-inc-bbw-q4-2022-earnings-call-transcript
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4586131-build-bear-workshop-inc-bbw-q4-2022-earnings-call-transcript






Some answers regarding managing inventories.

The next question is about guidance.



Everything still looking good.

Valuations

Let’s keep a simple valuations

Let’s assume $13 million in FCF in 2023 and 2024, followed by $15 million in subsequent year.
We will ignore potential growth.



We will use a discount rate of 12%, considering the great balance sheet.

The terminal growth rate is 2%.

Unfortunately, it seems that we missed the train.





The stock gained 2000% in the last three years. It has good valuations but still too expensive for
me.

Exit Multiples

Let’s look at P/FCF ratio



It has been very volatile in recent years as the company has not been consistently profitable.

Let’s assume the company buys back 10% of its shares by 2027.

It is attractive only in the best case scenario

Conclusion

BBW is a great company with an amazing turn around story in recent years. This has been
translated into the stock price and we missed the train. However, The company will still face



issues to maintain growth. At current price, it is not that attractive. I will give it a HOLD rating
and will put it on my watchlist.
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